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Abstract

Introducing alternative bus fleet technologies requires investigation into life cycle impacts, risks and benefits. Previous modelling approaches comparatively assess individual vehicle impacts, assuming alternative technologies can fulfill identical life cycle functions to a diesel baseline. This assumption neglects the influence that service frequency, capacity and range limitations have on daily operations and fleet and infrastructure sizing. The goal of this study was to develop a framework to investigate bus fleet operation in terms of the risk and uncertainty of an alternative drivetrain technology’s ability to mitigate life cycle costs and greenhouse gas emissions. Probabilistic simulation enabled risk and uncertainty quantification of diesel, micro-hybrid, mild-hybrid and battery-electric fleet scenarios for a UK case study. The fleet analysis approach revealed decreased potential to reduce life cycle costs and greenhouse gas emissions from battery-electric buses. Compared to a baseline single-deck diesel fleet at low risk levels, the micro-hybrid double-deck fleet delivers the largest life cycle cost savings (18.7%). The largest life cycle greenhouse gas emissions savings come from the mild-hybrid lithium-titanate single-deck fleet (20.8%). Double-deck micro and mild hybrid fleets are the most effective at saving both life cycle costs and greenhouse gas emissions. The modelling approach adds a novel probabilistic capability for making comparative fleet-wide assertions, supporting the decision-making process for implementing new fleet technologies.
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Nomenclature and abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BEB</th>
<th>battery electric bus</th>
<th>LFP</th>
<th>lithium iron phosphate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CDF</td>
<td>cumulative distribution function</td>
<td>LTO</td>
<td>lithium titanate oxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Con.</td>
<td>conductive pantograph charging</td>
<td>MGU</td>
<td>motor-generator unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO₂</td>
<td>carbon dioxide</td>
<td>NMC</td>
<td>lithium nickel manganese cobalt oxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO₂e</td>
<td>carbon dioxide equivalent</td>
<td>O&amp;M</td>
<td>operation and maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD</td>
<td>double-deck</td>
<td>Opp.</td>
<td>opportunity (charging)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIO</td>
<td>economic input-output</td>
<td>SCC</td>
<td>social cost of carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESS</td>
<td>energy storage system</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>single-deck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBP</td>
<td>British pound (£)</td>
<td>SOC</td>
<td>state-of-charge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHG</td>
<td>greenhouse gas</td>
<td>TCO</td>
<td>total cost of ownership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GVV</td>
<td>gross vehicle weight</td>
<td>TIL</td>
<td>Transport for London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEB</td>
<td>hybrid-electric bus</td>
<td>TIF</td>
<td>Technology Impact Forecasting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICE</td>
<td>internal combustion engine</td>
<td>TTW</td>
<td>tank-to-wheel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ind.</td>
<td>inductive charging</td>
<td>UC</td>
<td>ultracapacitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC-GHG</td>
<td>life cycle greenhouse gas emissions</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCA</td>
<td>life cycle assessment</td>
<td>WTT</td>
<td>well-to-tank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCC</td>
<td>life cycle costing</td>
<td>WTW</td>
<td>well-to-wheel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Background

Unprecedented levels of anthropogenic greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in the atmosphere are exacerbating the greenhouse effect, leading to global warming [1] and human health risks [2]. Energy supply and transport sectors are responsible for approximately 35% and 23% of global GHGs, respectively [3,4]. A modal shift from private to public transport [3] and adoption of alternative technologies are key solutions for mitigating climate impacts, and can also reduce urban congestion and improve air quality [5]. Buses remain the most widespread mode of public transport in the world [6]. Stricter environmental legislation [7,8] and volatile fuel costs [9] are moving bus fleet operators towards alternative drivetrains that reduce emissions and, potentially, operational costs, e.g. hybrid-electric buses (HEB) or battery electric buses (BEBs). However, when comparing new technologies, a common misleading assumption is that new bus fleets are a like-for-like replacement, regardless of their technological capabilities or route specific energy demands.

Charge scheduling [10], reduced passenger capacity and ‘range anxiety’ [10] are challenges for grid-dependent technologies. Extra BEBs may also be required to satisfy daily operation [11], leading to higher acquisition costs. Additional systems, e.g. refueling or charging infrastructure, battery replacements and depot upgrades, are not adequately accounted for in a vehicle-by-vehicle comparison. The potential life cycle benefits and risks associated with introducing new technologies into an established network therefore require detailed investigation [12]. Vehicles are often compared using life cycle modelling methods. Although life cycle analysis (LCA) and life cycle costing (LCC) address the potential environmental and economic impacts of a product’s life cycle [13,14], these approaches do not predict absolute impacts [13], and thus fail to provide decision makers with a comprehensive view of the possible effects of decisions, i.e. deterministic assumptions [15]. Use of probabilistic and stochastic methods in life cycle frameworks can enhance the understanding of complex comparisons, uncertainty and variability between propulsion technologies [16].

The aim of this study is to develop a framework to investigate bus fleet operation in terms of the risk and uncertainty of an alternative drivetrain technology’s ability to mitigate total cost of ownership (TCO) and life cycle greenhouse gas emissions (LC-GHG). In the context of this study, uncertainty is a state of limited knowledge, where possible states or outcomes can be quantified by assigning probabilities to these states or outcomes, and risk is therefore the quantified probability of an outcome occurring [17]. This study further aims to answer the research question, ‘what can a fleet analysis approach add to the life cycle modelling of bus technologies?’ This paper contributes to the existing knowledge by developing a system-wide technology assessment framework that enables a novel probabilistic capability for making comparative fleet-wide assertions, challenging the status-quo of vehicle-by-vehicle comparisons and its implicit assumptions. Fleet operation in this paper is the provision of buses to transport passengers along a single daily bus route (for both peak and off-peak conditions) over a 12-year life cycle.

1.1. Fleet Analysis Approaches in Bus Life Cycle Modelling

For public transport planning, there are two basic requirements: the service must provide adequate transporting capacity for passenger volumes, and it must offer a certain minimum frequency of service [18]. There is a trade-off as operators can opt to increase the service frequency or the seating capacity of each vehicle [18]. Route scheduling therefore plays a critical role in determining the number of vehicles required, directly related to fixed and variable costs [19]. Previous research [20] showed how increasing passenger loading results in higher life cycle costs and GHG emissions for lower capacity vehicles when compared to a diesel equivalent due to additional vehicles required. Other work [21] highlighted the relationship between service frequency and capacity in fleets, finding lower off-peak operation demands to be practical for lower capacity, more efficient technologies, e.g. HEBs [21]. Likewise, Chan et al. [22] indicated that HEBs can reduce GHG emissions during peak operating times. These studies do not however consider the energy consumption variations resulting from uncertain vehicle design parameters, fluctuating passenger loads between peak and off-peak periods or assess BEBs.

Electricity-grid dependent technologies could affect the operational flexibility of bus services as existing schedules may need to be revised to suit charge scheduling [23]. Therefore, vehicle range capabilities will also determine fleet size. Lajunen [11] conducted a cost-benefit analysis of HEB and BEB fleets by simulating service frequency demands, operational range and recharging time for BEBs. For equivalent diesel fleet operation, one to two additional BEBs were necessary leading to higher TCO in all scenarios. Further studies expanded this analysis
to assess life cycle costs and fuel cycle CO₂ emissions of alternative fleet technologies [24] and to investigate BEB fleet life cycle costs for varying battery requirements, charging method (overnight, opportunity at bus stops and end-stations) and power [25]. End station charging of BEBs results in the lowest TCO of charging methods and may lead to lower TCO than diesel buses over the 12-year life. Fleet cost-effectiveness has been shown to vary with charging station placement and service frequency, but overall, larger fleets required at low service intervals increase TCO more aggressively than increasing battery capacity for additional range [26].

Other studies have sought to optimize mixed fleets on a whole transit network as opposed to a homogeneous fleet analysis [27–30], requiring the integration of complex models, but at the expense of increasing data requirements and calculation time not suitable for preliminary investigations. Given the uncertainty in a multidisciplinary exercise like life cycle modelling for immature technologies, it would be inappropriate to optimize to deterministic objectives [31]. To ensure an appropriate balance between model comprehensiveness and usefulness, any framework must enable system-wide decision-making with a minimum amount of initial inputs. Service frequency, vehicle capacity and range limitations must be accounted for when evaluating whole life impacts of alternative technologies. A gap has been identified: to develop a modelling capability that objectively assesses both life cycle costs and GHG emissions of alternative technologies under the fair functional unit of a fleet-lifetime. The capability will further evaluate if life cycle results deviate if it is assumed that a new technology could provide the same function as its diesel counterpart, a common implicit assumption in literature.

1.2. Bus Life Cycle Modelling Approaches

LCA tools have been used extensively to compare bus technologies, with two methods often utilised: process-based and economic input-output (EIO). Process-LCAs model the processes, material and energy inputs and environmental impacts from raw material acquisition to end-of-life. This exercise is difficult for vehicle LCAs and the system boundary is typically limited to a well-to-wheel (WTW) assessment [32], with studies often adapting established LCA tools, e.g. GREET [33] (used by [11,24,27,34–39]), AFLEET [40] (used by [27,34]), or GHGenius [41] (used by [22]). EIO-LCA is a ‘top-down’ approach which models the monetary transactions between economic sectors to quantify direct and indirect environmental impacts. The two methods can be combined into a third type, hybrid-LCA, leveraging the advantages of process-LCA for higher modelling fidelity in key life cycle phases (e.g. WTW and ESS replacements), but still covering an expansive system boundary [20,21,27,34,42–44]. Hybrid-LCAs are a complementary approach to LCC, with studies evaluating both economic and environmental impacts. For rapid preliminary assessments of a complex system such as bus fleets, a hybrid-LCA with LCC capabilities is appropriate.

Shifting focus from life cycle impacts at a vehicle level to the fleet level adds additional system complexity, leading to difficulty in capturing uncertainty of complex systems when constructing life cycle models [45]. Life cycle uncertainties, e.g. in operational factors that cause variation in energy consumption rate [46,47], have been previously assessed via Monte Carlo simulation techniques [48]. Ally and Pryor [49] quantified TCO uncertainty of alternative powertrains by assigning probability distributions to acquisition, fuel consumption, fuel price and maintenance costs. Göhlich et al. [50] developed a TCO model of urban electric bus systems and utilized a stochastic modelling approach to cope with forecasting uncertainties. No study, however, was identified that quantifies the risk and uncertainty associated with both economic and environmental impacts of alternative powertrain bus fleets in a comprehensive system boundary containing:

- **GHG emissions (kgCO₂e):** Bus manufacturing, WTW, maintenance, ESS replacements, charging infrastructure manufacturing, operation & maintenance (O&M).
- **Costs (GBP converted to Euro):** Vehicle capital, energy, maintenance, ESS replacements, infrastructure capital (including O&M), driver labour and social cost of carbon (SCC).

1.3. Technology Overview of Bus Powertrains Assessed

This paper will focus on four main drivetrain technologies: conventional diesel, micro-hybrid, mild-hybrid and battery electric (Figure 1). These four architectures were selected due to the diverse modelling needs of individual subsystems that can be applied to other powertrain technologies in future framework iterations.
The conventional diesel ICE powertrain (Figure 1a) made up 96% of buses and commercial vehicles in Europe in 2016 [51]. Diesel is the conventional option for fleet operators due to high torque outputs at low speeds (suiting the stop-start nature of bus routes) and use of a widely available, energy dense fuel [52]. An attractive alternative to conventional diesel vehicles are ‘micro-hybrids’ that reduce fuel consumption and emissions via engine stop-start functionality, regenerative braking and smarter electrified auxiliaries [53] (Figure 1b). They are not true hybrids as they do not provide tractive assistance, but are less expensive than more electrified drivetrains, can be retrofitted to existing diesel architectures [54], and allow manufacturers to meet legal and environmental requirements [55]. The micro-hybrids modelled in this study are Wrightbus micro-hybrid buses with a Euro VI stop-start engine, electrified air compressors, cooling fans and smart alternators [56].

As a ‘stepping stone’ towards full electrification, HEBs satisfy current transit service constraints [23] and offer a cost-effective means to meet the challenges of sustainable mobility with minimal disruption [57]. ‘Mild-hybrid’ architectures (Figure 1c) offer cheaper acquisition costs than BEBs, with significant fuel and emissions reductions compared to diesel buses [58]. An ICE and motor-generator unit (MGU) simultaneously supply tractive power to assist with vehicle acceleration, but propulsion cannot be achieved via MGUs alone, powered by an ESS, i.e. battery or capacitor. The additional mass penalty incurred by the hybrid system is minimal and the low voltage ESS is relatively small compared to more sophisticated hybrid powertrains. Operators finding it financially difficult and impractical to deploy zero emission buses will view mild-hybrids as a cost effective, low emission option [59]. The mild-hybrids modelled are based on the Wrightbus 96-volt HEBs (a post-transmission parallel hybrid) building upon the micro-hybrid architecture’s with MGUs and an ESS [60].

BEBs are appealing to transit operators due to zero tailpipe emissions, increased system efficiency, enhanced performance on heavy duty ‘stop-start’ urban cycles, quiet operation and potential for lower maintenance costs [61] (Figure 1d). BEB uptake is inhibited by the initial capital cost, upwards of twice the investment of a Euro VI equivalent vehicle [11,23], and limited range. Increasing ESS capacity increases range, but could offset potential life cycle GHG savings due to the high environmental impact of battery manufacturing [62]. Battery energy densities are forecast to increase [63], meaning greater future range capabilities, but various charging strategies are being assessed in the short term. Opportunity charging, i.e. conductive or inductive [50], enables ESS downsizing, lowers vehicle capital and replacement costs and provides better service availability, but at a trade off with expensive high power infrastructure [43,64]. This paper explores the life cycle impacts of ESS chemistries and infrastructure configurations to enable further understanding of BEB technologies [30].
2. Framework Development

2.1. Modelling Environment

This study enhances previous framework developments by the authors which combined two methodologies: Technology Impact Forecasting (TIF) and life cycle modelling [43,44], by adapting an existing life cycle model to assess new drivetrains and scenarios [43]. Interconnected multidisciplinary sub-models simultaneously quantify fleet and vehicle results of the drivetrains for a given route (Figure 2). In a conscious decision to ensure an appropriate balance between model comprehensiveness and usefulness, the modelled case study is intended to showcase how the probabilistic framework enables preliminary decision making on a system-wide level. The following is an overview of the key model capabilities with the corresponding extensive algorithms are contained in the Supplementary Material (Section S1).

2.1.1. Fleet Sizing Model

The fleet sizing capability calculates the minimum fleet size required to fulfil frequency, capacity and range demands for two distinct operation periods: peak and off-peak service. The model is not intended to fully optimize the number of vehicles or supportive charging infrastructure, requiring data intensive and computationally expensive models [10,24,65,66], but to simulate basic fleet operation with minimal inputs that can be obtained from existing departure schedules. Based on calculations by Lajunen [11] and Vepsäläinen et al. [26], the model assumes each fleet must complete a set number of peak and off-peak operational cycles (drive cycle time plus waiting time at end station), determined by the service frequency. A rotating dispatch schedule is assumed so equal peak and off-peak cycles are covered over the life cycle. Peak and off-peak capacity demands determine the average passenger loading per vehicle, an input into drive cycle energy demand models.

Range calculations focus primarily on BEBs, as it is assumed that all ICE technologies have sufficient diesel tank capacity to cover daily operation (limited to 18 hours per day to account for cleaning, inspection and refueling of the vehicle before the next day’s service). The fleet model assumes that operators will prioritize bus availability for the start of the peak period and that there is no overlap or route-sharing with other fleets. The model evaluates the number of operational cycles that can be completed based on ESS capacity and available charging time and power at end stations. For depot-charged BEBs, the option of recharging smaller groups sequentially may become available depending on scheduling, meaning fewer chargers are needed. Additional opportunity chargers can feature to ensure equal recharging times for BEBs. If the number of vehicles and chargers satisfy peak operational demands, then they will satisfy off-peak demands.

2.1.2. ESS Sizing Model for BEBs

ESS sizing for BEBs is determined by an algorithm that calculates the ESS capacity needed to meet the energy demand over the peak drive cycle, as a function of ESS energy density, packing factor and the maximum passenger capacity without exceeding the gross vehicle weight (GVW) conditions. Energy recharged on-route informs downsizing capabilities for opportunity-recharged fleets. For both opportunity and depot charged fleets, ESS sizing further accounts for the allowable state-of-charge (SOC) operating window and the degradation over the ESS life. The sizing model is not used for mild-hybrids.

2.1.3. Drive Cycle Energy Demand Models

A quasistatic backward-facing drive cycle modelling approach is employed whereby the tractive power of the vehicle is calculated from a velocity trace and vehicle parameters. Backwards-facing simulations suit the intended rapid simplified investigations of vehicle energy consumption, but assume the vehicle and drivetrain components achieve the desired velocity trace [67]. As the framework evaluates the impact of a new technology on a baseline system, vehicle masses are calculated via the addition or subtraction of key components to a conventional diesel vehicle [68]. Drive cycle energy demand models in this paper build upon previous diesel and BEB simulation models [43,68] with micro and mild-hybrid functionalities added to the conventional diesel model. The conventional diesel architecture is theoretical and assumed to be as the micro-hybrid without any of the functionality. The micro and mild-hybrid control logic is simplified to suit the simulation times required for the overall life cycle model and does not represent the exact control logic on the vehicle. The control logic consists
of a series of deterministic limits and constraints, which have been extracted from analysis of CAN data from on-road vehicle trials and dynamometer testing at Queen’s University Belfast.

Figure 2. Overview of the life cycle modelling framework.
2.1.4. ESS Aging Model

ESS replacements are calculated via an energy throughput model which assumes a finite amount of energy can be delivered before the ESS reaches end-of-life conditions (80% of original capacity). Estimations of ESS degradation are adapted from ‘Ah-throughput’ battery and ultracapacitor aging models used in the analysis of hybrid buses by Orbaiz et al. and Carignano et al. [58,69]. The model assumes that the cooling of the ESS is sufficient so that any temperature effects on degradation are negligible. This approach avoids the use of arbitrary replacement number assumptions used in previous bus LCA studies [27,35,42,46,70], and improves upon previous life cycle energy throughput approaches [11,43] by accounting for the ESS degradation influence of combined peak and off-peak periods, whilst factoring in the declining cost of future ESS replacements.

2.1.5. Life Cycle Model

For this framework, a hybrid-LCA approach is used with LCC calculations, covering an extensive system boundary, using process inputs (well-to-tank (WTW) and tank-to-wheel (TTW) emission factors, ESS manufacturing factors), and EIO-LCA inputs (vehicle manufacturing, infrastructure manufacturing and operation, and maintenance phases expressed as an amount of CO₂ per unit cost from Harris et al. [43]). Bespoke EIO-LCA inputs are used in lieu of process-based manufacturing and maintenance data for selected bus technologies and charging infrastructure. Diesel refueling infrastructure is assumed to already be in place for ICE fleets.

TCO studies regularly neglect driver labour costs, despite wages often making up the majority of operational costs [71]. Studies that do consider driver labour costs either include wages within a lumped operational cost [20] or assume labour costs are equal for all technologies assessed and therefore exclude them from analysis [11,24,25]. However, with larger fleets, additional drivers are required, leading to more person-hours worked per day. This has been reflected in the life cycle model to ensure a fairer comparative assessment of fleets.

SCC is the monetary value of the damage done by emitting one tonne of carbon at a point in time, typically the present [72,73]. Uncertainties are present in SCC values, due to assumptions with modelling socioeconomic projections, anticipated climate responses, future benefits/damages and other economic factors [74]. A framework capable of probabilistic analysis is apt for including SCC in life cycle cost calculations. This study uses UK-based forecasts [75] and will assess if these values significantly affect TCO results.

Life cycle energy costs, WTW calculations and ESS replacement costs include forecasting factors, representing predicted annual changes of future energy and technology scenarios. A 3.5% discount rate is applied the life cycle costing calculations [76] to represent costs in 2018 GBP values.

2.2. Fleet Baseline

The baseline in all scenarios was a single-deck conventional diesel fleet. All scenarios are simulated on the Route 159 service in London (a high passenger load, high frequency route in central London) (Error! Reference source not found.). Passenger data inputs for the fleet model were collected from Transport for London (TfL).

![Figure 3. Millbrook London Test Bus (MLTB) cycle data based on Route 159 in London [77].](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Data for London Route 159.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Daily passengers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours in service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headway (min)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passengers per hour</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3. Technology Scenarios, Variables and Responses

A technology scenario is defined as a group of variables with shape functions assigned to represent the probability of achieving certain values; 30 scenarios were assessed (Table 2). Single-deck (SD) and double-deck (DD) bodies were simulated for each scenario combination. Four ESS types were selected: three common lithium-ion chemistries for heavy duty vehicle applications, lithium nickel–cobalt–manganese (NMC), lithium–iron phosphate (LFP) and lithium–titanate oxide (LTO), and an ultracapacitor (UC) used in the mild-hybrid drivetrain. A range of ESS technologies were simulated (i.e. not just individual battery packs of particular chemistries) to capture the general performance of ESS types in the design space. Charging infrastructure types refer to examples gathered from literature: 50 kW plug-in depot chargers [25], 50 kW opportunity inductive charging stations (Ind.) [81,82] and 300 kW opportunity conductive pantograph chargers (Con.) [83]. Model variables, shape functions and assumptions for each scenario are detailed in the **Supplementary Material (Section S2)**.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drivetrain</th>
<th>Body</th>
<th>ESS</th>
<th>Charging infrastructure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>DD</td>
<td>NMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diesel</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro-hybrid</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild-hybrid</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEB (depot)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEB (opp)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Depo chargers included for opportunity BEB scenarios where the fleet is not sufficiently recharged on-route.

2.4. Probabilistic Assessment

Monte Carlo simulation, a probabilistic technique that uses repeated random sampling of variables to obtain numerical results, was used for the probabilistic assessment step. Parameters and assumptions for the probability shape functions used in each scenario are detailed in **Supplementary Material (Section S2)**. For each scenario, 5000 Monte Carlo iterations were executed. Life cycle results are presented as cumulative distribution function (CDF) plots, displaying the percentage deviations from the baseline result. CDF plots can be interpreted as ‘what result could happen’ along the x-axis and ‘the risk/probability of that result occurring’ along the y-axis. For the results, two probability levels were selected: a 20% probability is interpreted as a high risk probability level, where an 80% probability is seen as an acceptable low risk probability level for decision makers [43,44,84,85].

---

2 Weekday passenger numbers obtained from a TfL press release [78] and percentage of peak/off-peak passenger numbers calculated as 82% to 18% from a TfL passenger survey [79].

2 Based on timetable information from TfL [80].
3. Results

3.1. Baseline and Key Fleet Results

The baseline results for TCO, life cycle GHG emissions (LC-GHG) and other key performance metrics of the SD diesel fleet were calculated in the model, using central fixed estimates for all forecast parameters (Tables 3 - 5). Probabilistic SD diesel fleet results are also presented to show the influence of these forecast parameters (e.g. fuel costs). Although the framework used 2018 equivalent GBP cost inputs, results have been converted to 2018 equivalent Euros at the exchange rate of 1.135 euro per GBP [86].

Table 3. Baseline single-deck diesel fleet and average individual vehicle TCO results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Per fleet</td>
<td>5,163,314</td>
<td>8,966,311</td>
<td>4,062,115</td>
<td>34,166</td>
<td>67,119,507</td>
<td>63,626</td>
<td>85,409,045</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per vehicle</td>
<td>139,549</td>
<td>242,332</td>
<td>109,786</td>
<td>922</td>
<td>1,814,039</td>
<td>1,718</td>
<td>2,308,346</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Baseline single-deck diesel fleet and average individual vehicle LC-GHG results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Manufacture (kgCO₂e)</th>
<th>WTT (kgCO₂e)</th>
<th>TTW (kgCO₂e)</th>
<th>Maintenance (kgCO₂e)</th>
<th>ESS (kgCO₂e)</th>
<th>Infrastructure (kgCO₂e)</th>
<th>LC-GHG (kgCO₂e)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Per fleet</td>
<td>2,868,586</td>
<td>3,698,306</td>
<td>18,271,246</td>
<td>726,771</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6,756</td>
<td>25,571,666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per vehicle</td>
<td>77,529</td>
<td>99,954</td>
<td>493,817</td>
<td>19,643</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>691,127</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Other performance metrics for the baseline single deck diesel fleet and average vehicle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation Period</th>
<th>Vehicle energy consumption per km (kWh/km)</th>
<th>Daily distance (km)</th>
<th>Vehicles needed to satisfy frequency</th>
<th>Additional vehicles needed to satisfy capacity</th>
<th>Additional vehicles needed to satisfy daily range</th>
<th>Total fleet size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peak</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>111.4</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off-peak</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The minimum fleet size required to fulfil the daily service was calculated based on a bus fleet’s ability to satisfy the peak period frequency and capacity as well as the range capability (Figure 4). The fleet size required to satisfy a peak headway of 5 minutes is independent of the technological capability of the bus and is the same in all scenarios (for a 2-way route). Fewer DD vehicles are required to satisfy peak capacity than for SD fleets. ESS capacity is insufficient to fulfil the daily service for the opportunity inductively charged and the depot plug-in BEB fleets and therefore larger fleets are required to meet all demands, except for the SD NMC BEB fleet.
Vehicle range influences the total distance travelled by the average vehicle in a given fleet (Figure 4). Fleet size for each scenario for the 80% probability level. Larger fleets result in lower average daily distances. Daily ICE fleet distances are virtually identical, indicating that more SD buses required in the fleet provide a more frequent service, but are less efficiently utilized than DD variants.

At high probability conditions for every scenario, energy consumption per km is higher under peak conditions than off-peak due to the increased passenger loading (Figure 6). SD opportunity NMC fleets are the most energy efficient with a small battery mass and efficient electrical drivetrain. Engine stop-start and smart auxiliaries result in a 16% to 20% fuel consumption reduction in micro-hybrid vehicles compared to conventional Euro VI vehicles. 31% to 36% fuel consumption reductions are possible with battery powered mild-hybrid fleets, but the UC configurations only show 27% to 30% reductions. This can be attributed to low UC capacity leading to fewer opportunities for electrical deployment. SD vehicles are typically more energy efficient than their DD counterparts, except for the SD depot plug-in BEBs (due to the larger ESS pack sizing, discussed in detail in section 3.3).
3.2. ICE Fleet Results

ICE fleet probabilistic results for TCO (Figure 7) and LC-GHG (Figure 8) are presented in this section.

![Figure 7 TCO CDF plots](image1)

![Figure 8 LC-GHG CDF plots](image2)

**Figure 7** TCO CDF plots for ICE fleets represented as % deviations from baseline diesel SD fleet.

**Figure 8** LC-GHG CDF plots for ICE fleets represented as % deviations from baseline diesel SD fleet.

For all probability levels, the micro-hybrid DD fleet has the lowest TCO, followed closely by the conventional diesel DD fleet (Figure 7). For mild-hybrid fleets, the UC configuration is the cheapest at all probability levels. All DD mild-hybrid fleets are significantly cheaper than their single deck counterparts, due to the increased passenger capacity and fewer vehicles needed.

LC-GHG results show that the mild-hybrid fleets produce the lowest GHG emissions. SD mild hybrids equipped with a LTO ESS are the cleanest option for all probability levels (Figure 8). Battery systems in the mild hybrids have lower LC-GHG than the ultracapacitor configurations, with the LTO ranking first followed by LFP and then NMC for both body types. At all probability levels, micro-hybrid fleets show lower LC-GHG results than the baseline. There is a 77% probability that the DD diesel fleet has a lower LC-GHG than the baseline.

At the 80% probability level, the TCO of ICE fleets is dominated by driver labour costs, ranging between 73% and 81% of a fleet’s TCO (Figure 9a). With fewer DD buses needed than SDs to complete the daily service (Figure 4), fewer person-hours are required. Labour costs are therefore lower and for all ICE fleets, DD bus fleets are cheaper than their SD counterparts. Capital and maintenance costs tend to increase with hybridization and are higher than the lifetime fuel cost for all mild hybrid fleets. LFP batteries are the most expensive ESS replacement in all mild-hybrid fleets, with the cheapest being the UC system (Figure...
The SCC and infrastructure phases combined contribute <1% of the TCO in all fleet scenarios. SCC results do not add a significant amount to TCO totals, potentially indicating that the UK forecast values used are very low.

The TTW phase of the ICE fleets is the highest contributor to GHG emissions in all scenarios (Figure 9b). WTT emissions are the second highest in both diesel scenarios and the SD micro-hybrid fleet, but are surpassed by manufacturing GHG emissions for the DD micro-hybrid and all mild-hybrid fleets. Increased hybridization leads to a higher proportion of GHG emissions resulting from ICE fleet maintenance, but is only the fourth most damaging phase for all ICE scenarios. The high number of charge-discharge cycles of ultracapacitor configurations results in the lowest GHG emissions from ESS replacements in the mild hybrid fleets (Figure 10). Infrastructure GHG emissions are negligible (<0.03% of the LC-GHG in all scenarios).

![Figure 9 Normalized 80% probability results for ICE fleets (a) TCO and; (b) LC-GHG. Note that probabilistic SD diesel results are also presented against the deterministic SD diesel fleet baseline.](image)

![Cost and GHG emissions for ICE fleets at 20% and 80% risk](image)
3.3. BEB Fleet Results

BEB fleet probabilistic results for of TCO (Figure 11) and LC-GHG (Figure 12) results are presented as percentage deviations from the baseline SD diesel fleet results.

TCO results reveal that the DD conductively charged BEB fleet equipped with a LTO ESS has the lowest TCO of the BEB scenarios at all probability levels (Figure 11). However, there is only a 50% probability that this fleet will have equal or lower TCO than the baseline SD diesel fleet. Other BEB fleets show this, notably the DD conductively charged NMC and LFP BEB fleets, but the probability of TCO being equal or less than the baseline is only 20% and 10% respectively. Regardless of charging option or ESS type, DD body configurations tend to be cheaper than SD counterparts. In all body and charging scenarios, the LTO DD configuration being the lowest. For the opportunity-charged fleets (conductive and inductive), the body configuration selection is significant, as DD bodies have lower LC-GHG than the SD bodies. However, when considering the depot-charged BEB fleets, at the lower probability levels SD fleets tend to have lower LC-GHG than DD fleets, but at higher probabilities there is no LC-GHG saving, except for the DD LTO BEB fleet.
Like the ICE fleets, driver labour costs dominate the BEB fleet TCO, making up 56 to 74% of TCO (Figure 13a). ESS size and type is significant; for all NMC and LFP fleets, ESS replacement costs are greater than life cycle energy costs. LTO scenarios have a lower available capacity due to mass restrictions and a lower energy density, with opportunity ESS packs having a smaller capacity than the depot charge scenarios (Figure 14). Due to lower life cycle distances covered by individual LTO depot-charged vehicles (Figure 5), no ESS replacement is required (Figure 15), indicating a trade-off between fleet size (and fleet capital) and ESS replacement costs. For all opportunity charging scenarios, LTO fleets have the highest capital cost, but the lowest ESS replacement and TCO costs over other chemistries. This is consistent even when excluding driver labour costs.

Manufacturing and WTT phases are the highest contributors to LC-GHG of BEB fleets (Figure 13b). ESS capacity and chemistry selection have a significant influence on LC-GHG emission results; high charge-discharge cycles of LTO batteries offset high manufacturing GHG emissions by reducing ESS replacement impacts (Figure 15) and ultimately LC-GHG. The lower mass of opportunity BEBs results in lower energy consumption and lower WTT emissions than depot charging scenarios. Selection of charging infrastructure significantly influences fleet LC-GHG (and TCO); plug-in depot chargers have the lowest manufacturing, installation and O&M costs and GHG emissions, followed by the conductive infrastructure (Figure 16). Inductive chargers by themselves are unable to sustain the fleet opportunity recharging requirements, hence additional depot chargers are needed to ensure fulfillment of passenger service, significantly driving up costs and GHG emissions (Figure 16). Fewer vehicles to recharge (i.e. DD fleets) results in fewer charge points. Increasing vehicle range and improving fleet scheduling is key to lowering TCO and LC-GHG.

**Figure 13** Normalized 80% probability results for BEB fleets (a) TCO and (b) LC-GHG. Note that 100 on the y-axis represents the baseline SD diesel fleet result.
Figure 14 CDF plots of the probable battery capacity for depot and opportunity charged BEB fleets accounting for ESS energy density and not exceeding the legal maximum GVW of 19.5 tonnes.

Figure 15 BEB fleet ESS results for (a) 20% probability level and; (b) 80% probability level. Note the figure in the square indicates the number of ESS replacements per vehicle in the life cycle.

Figure 16. Charging infrastructure stations required for each BEB scenario and corresponding cost and GHG emissions at the 80% probability level.
3.4. Cost effectiveness

For the 80% probability level, no scenarios provide capital cost savings over the baseline diesel SD fleet, but the most cost effective is the SD micro-hybrid fleet which mitigates 1 kg CO$_2$e per 0.07 GBP of additional capital cost to the operator (Figure 17). The equivalent additional cost for the mild-hybrid scenarios is an additional 0.24 to 0.32 GBP for SD fleets and 0.52-0.57 GBP for DD fleets to mitigate 1 kg CO$_2$e. Conductive charging of BEB fleets would mitigate LC-GHG at an additional capital cost of between 0.65 and 1.89 GBP per kg CO$_2$e mitigated. If infrastructure capital were to be considered, this value would increase significantly.

All mild-hybrid DD fleets reduce TCO and LC-GHG for the 80% probability level (Figure 18), with the UC DD mild-hybrid fleet showing the maximum TCO saving of 1.05 GBP for every kgCO$_2$e mitigated in the life cycle. However, overall the DD micro-hybrid fleet has the best saving, with 2.05 GBP of TCO saved for every kgCO$_2$e mitigated in the life cycle. The most cost effective zero tailpipe emission fleet is the conductive DD LTO BEB, costing an additional 0.67 GBP of TCO per kgCO$_2$e mitigated. DD fleets tend to be more cost-effective at mitigating LC-GHG than SD counterparts.
3.5. Fleet-By-Fleet vs. Vehicle-By-Vehicle Analysis Results

In the paper thus far, results have been presented on the fleet level. To show the significance of fleet analysis, the model was rerun to examine the TCO and LC-GHG impacts of switching from a traditional vehicle-by-vehicle comparison (Figure 19). TCO comparisons show that for the ICE scenarios, a vehicle-by-vehicle analysis results in cost savings for the SD vehicles over the baseline, with DD vehicles displaying higher TCO than the baseline for 20% and 80% probability levels (Figure 19). However, when viewed from the fleet perspective, DD ICE fleets reveal greater TCO savings benefits than SD equivalent fleets. For the depot plug-in and conductive opportunity charge BEB scenarios, vehicle-by-vehicle comparisons indicate lower TCO increases over the baseline for the SD vehicles. The opposite is true for the fleet-by-fleet comparison where DD fleets show lower increases in TCO (at both probability levels). For the inductively charged BEB scenarios, the vehicle-by-vehicle analysis indicates a lower increase in TCO than a fleet-by-fleet comparison, regardless of body type.

For the 20% and 80% probability levels, LC-GHG comparisons show a similar trend to the TCO results; LC-GHG savings are greater for SD vehicles when using a vehicle-by-vehicle comparison, but if a fleet-by-fleet analysis is conducted, DD vehicles show the greater reductions over a baseline diesel fleet (Figure 19). For all BEB scenarios, except the conductively charged LTO BEB, LC-GHG savings are observed to be lower when conducting a fleet comparison over a vehicle-by-vehicle comparison (at both probability levels).

![Figure 19](image_url) Fleet comparison and vehicle comparison results for TCO and LC-GHG represented as deviations from the baseline SD diesel fleet or vehicle result (see Table 3 & 4).
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4. Discussion

4.1. Using the Framework to Support Decision Making

The framework developed in this study provides a novel and unique capability to simultaneously assess the performance of multiple bus technologies over a designated route, providing quantifiable fleet-wide life cycle cost and GHG emissions results. The framework enables insight into the life cycle trade-offs between passenger capacity, charging infrastructure type and placement and the minimum fleet size required, further influencing vehicle life cycle distance covered, ESS replacements, as well as acquisition costs and manufacturing impacts.

For the high capacity urban case study presented, the micro-hybrid DD fleet had the lowest TCO of all scenarios at all probability levels (Table 6). At the high risk, 20% probability level, the conductively charged DD BEB fleet with a LTO ESS had the lowest LC-GHG. At the lower risk, 80% probability level, the SD LTO mild-hybrid fleet shows the lowest LC-GHG. A new technology’s ability to mitigate LC-GHG whilst reducing the risk of potential TCO increases (or even saving costs) would boost the financial case for alternative drivelines. Examining results from a ‘cost-effectiveness’ perspective provides a useful metric to evaluate combined TCO and LC-GHG impacts, but micro and mild-hybrids are shown to be more cost-effective at reducing LC-GHG.

Table 6. Qualitative results for the best option for lowest TCO and LC-GHG.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Life Cycle Metric (analysis type)</th>
<th>20% probability</th>
<th>80% probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lowest TCO (by fleet analysis)</td>
<td>Micro/DD</td>
<td>Micro/DD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest TCO (by vehicle analysis)</td>
<td>Micro/DD</td>
<td>Micro/DD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest LC-GHG (by fleet analysis)</td>
<td>BEB/Con/DD/LTO</td>
<td>Mild/SD/LTO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest LC-GHG (by vehicle analysis)</td>
<td>BEB/Con/SD/LTO</td>
<td>BEB/Con/SD/LTO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Driver labour costs are the largest cost component of TCO in all scenarios, being highly sensitive to fleet size. This factor can be offset by examining the cost-benefit of passenger fare revenue; a recent study has shown that passengers are willing to pay extra for a service that improves air quality and alleviates energy security concerns [87]. Additional subsidies towards acquisition and operational costs can increase the cost-effectiveness of BEB fleets, but the framework can also inform manufacturers of areas to help improve life cycle cost-effectiveness beyond capital investment.

These results demonstrate the risk and uncertainty assessment capability within the framework and how it can inform the decision-making process for the procurement of new fleets, but the potential impacts beyond the model capabilities should also be taken in account. Reducing fuel consumption is paramount for decreasing GHG emissions and operational costs, but needs to be combined with high adoption of alternative technologies to bring about significant reductions [12]. However, the introduction of clean air strategies in cities (e.g. ultra-low emission zones [88]), means that ICE-based technologies cannot be the long-term solution. For instance, newly procured SD fleets in central London from 2020 must have zero exhaust emissions [89]. This immediately excludes all SD ICE fleet scenarios evaluated. Future framework iterations should consider local air quality impacts and other environmental impact categories and other zero tailpipe emission capable technologies, e.g. hydrogen fuel cell.

Wider context and acknowledgement of all stakeholder concerns and inputs should be considered when using the framework. For example, conductive charging of BEBs provides lowest TCO and LC-GHG of the BEB scenarios evaluated. However, consideration would have to be given to route spatial constraints and the feasibility of installing pantograph chargers in a densely populated urban area. The impact on other road traffic and co-sharing benefits, e.g. permitting other heavy-duty vehicles to use high voltage chargers to alleviate local air quality concerns and generate additional revenue for the bus operator.

4.2. Fleet Life Cycle Impacts

Use of the ‘fleet lifetime’ functional unit as opposed to the more common ‘vehicle lifetime’ or ‘vehicle-km’ provides a unique perspective on the potential unintended consequences of range limited fleets, e.g. BEBs. The assumption that a new technology can adequately fulfil the same heavy-duty requirement as the established diesel drivetrain has been challenged in this paper, revealing that TCO and LC-GHG results are less pronounced when conducting a fleet-by-fleet analysis of BEBs. Results of this study aligns with previous fleet assessments;
Meinrenken [62] showed that GHG emissions savings from electrified transport in a fleet configuration is lower than what was previously considered when assessing vehicle performance on a per-km basis. Service frequency influences fleet size during off-peak periods, where passenger capacity and range restrictions largely dictate the peak vehicle requirement. Use of the fleet lifetime functional unit has revealed that less frequent, higher capacity DD vehicles offer greater TCO and LC-GHG savings than SD fleets. This fleet analysis approach can be adapted to other applications, e.g. other public transport services (taxis), logistics (heavy goods vehicles, transit vans), and utility services (refuse trucks).

4.3. Framework Advantages, Limitations and Future Work

The framework developed was intended to allow users to predict and quantify the potential economic and environmental impact of an alternative bus technology relative to a conventional diesel fleet. Users of the framework are expected to consult with all stakeholders, minimizing individual bias when selecting shape functions by including expert option or empirical findings. The framework is not intended to produce precise output values, but is a first port of call to gain a high level understanding of key life cycle sensitivities before exploring further complexities by using either higher fidelity drivetrain models [90] or revisiting input assumptions used when additional knowledge is gained. For less established technologies, uncertainty is inevitable, and users of this framework should seek to ensure model inputs are valid and representative of a given scenario. Setting data quality requirements would ensure transparency and applicability of results [14].

The current novel fleet sizing capability is designed to predict the required fleet and infrastructure size needed to fulfil the same function as a conventional diesel fleet. The fleet sizing model assumes that peak and off-peak conditions are two distinct periods, allowing for a minimal number of inputs, but limits analysis to the ‘average vehicle’ in the fleet. The vehicle dynamics models incorporated in the life cycle model can rapidly predict energy consumption over a drive cycle and account for mass changes (due to passengers or ESS selection) and other vehicle design parameters. This allows designers to realize the potential benefits and consequences of a new technology at an earlier stage where key design decisions are made, and little is known about the system (or life cycle impacts). Along with the fleet sizing model, the vehicle dynamics models are the most complex high-fidelity models in the framework – a conscious decision to ensure an appropriate balance between model fidelity and usefulness. This could potentially limit future case studies to specific operational situations similar to the case study presented, hence to enable a more universal approach, future work will entail the incorporation of more flexible timetable scheduling and time-dependent passenger load predictions into the fleet model.

Use of a hybrid-LCA model, complemented by life cycle costing, enables the evaluation of a comprehensive system boundary, but at the expense of a deeper understanding of the impacts of manufacturing, maintenance and infrastructure phases. Due to the ‘no silver bullet’ nature of vehicle LCAs, there is a case for constructing higher fidelity process-based models for these often-neglected phases in life cycle studies to gain a greater understanding of key parameters and multifaceted interactions to assist with reducing cost and environmental impacts.

The BEB ESS sizing model uses the predetermined maximum passenger capacity to calculate available ESS mass; future iterations could look at the effect of decreasing ESS size and increasing passenger capacity and possible implications for fleet size and life cycle impacts. The ESS is assumed to be capable of coping with the high currents from opportunity charging infrastructure [91]. Charge rate constraints are not contained in the model, but experts should be consulted, or higher fidelity models utilized to check if the selected ESS is applicable. Recent studies have shown that the time of day of charging and demand charges can influence TCO and LC-GHG emissions, as BEBs can avail from off-peak discounts and lower grid emissions at night [92].

5. Conclusions

The aim of this study is to develop a framework to investigate bus fleet operation in terms of the risk and uncertainty of an alternative drivetrain technology’s ability to mitigate life cycle costs and greenhouse gas emissions. The intended application of the framework is to provide stakeholders (i.e. manufacturers and operators) with evidence to support the decision-making process for identifying and implementing new bus fleet technologies. The fleet analysis approach coupled with an extensive life cycle modelling framework adds to the current body of transport-based life cycle assessment research by providing a novel probabilistic capability for making comparative assertions about life cycle impacts on a fleet-by-fleet level as well as the traditional vehicle-by-vehicle comparison. Probabilistic simulation was utilized in the evaluation of multiple diesel, micro-hybrid,
mild-hybrid and battery-electric bus fleet scenarios for a high capacity urban case study in the framework revealing the following conclusions:

- The conventional vehicle-by-vehicle comparison neglects the influence that passenger capacity and range limitations have on fleet and infrastructure sizing, underestimating capital costs and greenhouse gas emissions of these phases.
- A fleet modelling approach enables a fairer assessment of an alternative drivetrain technology’s ability to provide the same function as a conventional diesel fleet.
- There is an 80% probability that a micro-hybrid double-deck fleet will provide the largest life cycle cost savings (18.7%) of all scenarios assessed when compared to the conventional single-deck diesel fleet baseline result.
- There is an 80% probability that a mild-hybrid single-deck fleet with a lithium titanate oxide battery will provide the largest life cycle greenhouse gas emissions savings (20.8%) of all scenarios assessed.
- Double-deck micro and mild hybrid fleets are the most cost effective at saving both life cycle costs and greenhouse gas emissions of all scenarios.
- Future research into increasing the fidelity and functionality of fleet sizing and drive cycle models should be considered to enable for a more universal approach, enhance the understanding of life cycle sensitivities and allow for the assessment of additional alternative bus technologies.
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